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Reviewing counter guarantees for preservation of maritime claims involves many 
issues such as whether counter guarantee is necessarily required when a motion is 
made before the maritime courts to preserve maritime claims, the coverage of counter 
guarantees, the term by which and the manner in which counter guarantees should be 
provided, as well as the return of counter guarantees. The result of review of any of 
these issues would always be relevant to the interests of any of the parties concerned 
and therefore arouse a dispute between the parties or even between a party and the 
court. The Chinese legislation on the review of counter guarantees for preservation of 
maritime claims is reflected in Article 16, 73-76 of Special Procedural Code of PRC , 
which are too general to be applied. Thus the judicial practice in reviewing counter 
guarantees for preservation of maritime claims has been uniform or even in a chaos, 
leading to the constant appeals, application for retrial or even letters and visits by the 
parties. It is therefore necessary and urgent to have a deep and practical analysis and 
inquiry into the review of counter guarantees for preservation of maritime claims and 
set forth uniform standards for review.  
In addition to the preface and the conclusion parts, this article consists of three 
chapters, with 17000 words .The three chapters are as follows: 
The first chapter is on the basis theory on counter guarantees for preservation of 
maritime claims. Section one gives an introduction of the purpose of the system of 
preservation of maritime claims and counter guarantees for preservation of maritime 
claims. Based on a comparison of counter guarantee systems in continental law 
system and common law system, section two presents the view that the extent to 
which counter guarantee is required for preservation of maritime claims is 
corresponding to the probability of preservation being wrongly made and loss thus 
suffered and therefore it should be the norm rather than exception to require counter 
guarantee for perfection of maritime claims Section three sets out four exceptional 














The second chapter focuses on the ways in which counter guarantee for 
preservation of maritime claims is provided. Section one gives an introduction of the 
various ways to provide counter guarantee for preservation of maritime claims. 
Section two sets out the standards for reviewing counter guarantee for preservation 
of maritime claims, states that in the reviewing process by the maritime courts a 
limit should be set where counter guarantee is capable of being turned into case and 
the cash realizable value is sufficient to satisfy the needs. On this base, detailed 
analysis is given on how common counter guarantees are reviewed. Section three 
analyses the practical issues arising in the provision of counter guarantee for 
preservation of maritime claims and puts forward relevant suggestions. 
The third chapter is on the required amount of counter guarantee for preservation 
of maritime claims. Section one based on an analysis of the cause and effect theory , 
states that the equivalent theory and the necessary causal connection theory should 
respectively be applied in the review of counter guarantee for preservation of 
maritime claims. Section two ,in particular, illustrates the basic items of counter 
guarantees to be provided when preservation of maritime claims is sought and sets 
forth suggestions for uniform standards to be applied to items of counter guarantees 
when preservation is petitioned. Section three in detail discusses the term of counter 
guarantee and holds the view that no top limit should be set with regard to counter 
guarantee, the term in which counter guarantee should be provided should be clear, 
and counter guarantee might be provided by installments.  
 
 























二、海事请求保全反担保的定义及其法理基础  ………………………3 
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讼法典》第 335 条第 1款规定:“只要基于具体情况认为属适宜者，即使未听取申请所
针对之人陈述，法官亦得要求申请人提供适当担保，作为准予采取保全措施之先决条
件。”台湾地区“民事诉讼法”第 526 条规定，请求及假扣押之原因，应释明之。前项
                                                        
① 范毅强. 民事保全程序要论. (博士学位论文)［D］.重庆:西南政法大学,2008．133. 






























之增加。当程序保障标准接近于 0 时，保全错误并造成损失的可能性接近于 100%，反













































终审裁决支持的数额是海事请求保全额的 2/3 以下时，保全可认定为无误。因此，实体 
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